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Introduction

Architecture education is an engaging process; long hours in the design studio, a high level of one-on-one instruction, and intense peer review. The process, which extends over the years of formal education, is instrumental in the transformation of students into architects. This transformation, or more appropriately 'socialisation', defined by Bragg as "... that process by which individuals acquire the values, attitudes, norms, knowledge, and skills needed to perform their roles acceptably in the group or groups in which they are, or seek to be, members." Through this process, in addition to garnering the knowledge and skills required of them (explicit curriculum), students are initiated into the [cultural] norms of the profession; norms that are not explicitly stated in the curriculum, but are nevertheless important for anyone seeking to participate as a member of the profession (implicit curriculum). With architecture education having no defined pedagogy, no specific curriculum and no instructional manual, it can be hypothesised that the implicit aspects of architecture education may be significantly influential in the transformation of students into architects.

This paper presents on some of the findings of a study that investigated the nature of socialisation within architecture education in East Africa. The lack of any significant research on architecture education in the region, necessitated a broad based study, undertaken through a mixed methods approach, including: a review of published information on the programmes; visits to schools of architecture, to conduct interviews with students and faculty; a review of validation documents (where available); and, Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) through which qualitative data could be gathered, providing descriptive experiences of participants. The findings of the FGDs are the focus of the current paper.

Socialisation in Architecture Education

According to Strickfaden and Heylighen, architecture education is where "... students gradually take on language codes, stylistic preferences and rituals of architects, while becoming increasingly remote from the way laypeople describe and prioritise architecture." In effect, they are socialised into the profession, taking on codes, preferences and rituals, associated with the knowledge, skills and experience of faculty, and to a lesser extent, fellow students. For Stevens (1998) socialisation is "... an integral part of architectural education," given it is through education that the culture of the profession is "... slowly absorbed from those who are already cultivated." Socialisation, to an extent, also provides an historic link to the origins of the profession, providing a "... sense of kinship with centuries of traditions, thoughts, and personalities [...] the true tie that binds those who practice architecture with those who teach it and study it." Attention to the nature of socialisation in the education of architects has been made necessary as part of efforts to understand architecture education, which has been described it as 'a black box', whose inner operation many have failed to decipher. These inner workings are so elusive that Banham (1996) states, "Anthropologists have already gone a long way in penetrating the inner workings of societies far more remote than the tribe of architecture." The transformation that occurs has formed the basis of a number of studies on: Design Studio Pedagogy and Studio Culture; the Setting and Programme; and, the Context.

Dutton (1987), among the first to seek to quantify socialisation within architecture education, based his work on the concept of the hidden curriculum put forward by Jackson (1968). Dutton (re)defined socialisation as, "... those unstated values, attitudes, and norms which stem tacitly from the social relations of the school and classroom as well as the content of the course." This definition acknowledged that not all that is taught is, or can be explicitly stated. Further, education is not only learning about 'things' (gaining explicit knowledge), but is also about our participation in society, garnered through observation and learning how to learn (implicit knowledge).
While generally positive, socialisation can take on sinister qualities, as pointed out by Till (2005), citing Jacques Lucan, in reference to Miroslav Sik’s atelier at the ETH Zurich, “... whose members ‘black uniforms and deliberate isolation bore overtones of a clan’ ...”. This invites comparison with more extreme notions of socialisation, such as indoctrination, as presented by Bobel (2006), or even [cultural] cloning, described by Essed and Goldberg (2002) as the “… systematic reproduction of sameness.” At the extreme, socialisation can be dangerous, creating sub cultures and creating social injustices that could impact negatively on society, as depicted in the 1981 Todd Strasser novel, *The Wave*.

With socialisation commonly linked to professional education, Bess (1978) emphasises the distinction between ‘socialisation’ and ‘professionalisation’, the latter defined as “… the process by which students learn the skills, values, and norms of the occupation or profession ...”. Socialisation, on the other hand, is the acquisition of elements that make an individual a part of a professional group. While socialisation and professionalisation can occur together, the distinction is significant: professionalisation is about ‘learning’, while socialisation, is about ‘acquiring’; an acknowledgement that in education, there are some aspects that are ‘taught’ and others that are ‘caught’.

Socialisation thus addresses those aspects of the curriculum that cannot be conveyed or garnered through books or lectures, but through experience and immersion in specific activities.

Fig. 1. Aspects of Socialisation in Architecture Education
It is evident that the contribution of faculty to socialisation of students in professional education is particularly significant, acknowledging that education is a social process, and does not occur in a vacuum.18 Indeed, in architecture education, as “… educators are already encultured into design, they logically represent a major contributing force towards enculturing new designers-to-be.”19 This suggests that architecture education is not so much an insulated ‘black box’ but may be viewed as a process so intertwined with its specific social and cultural setting that the two are difficult (or at times impossible) to separate. Indeed, as Lloyd (1983) suggests “… it is extremely difficult to teach without cultural reference …”20 As such, understanding the nature of socialisation may give us clues of the nuances specific to architecture education in particular settings.

For Weidman et al. (2001)21 the process of socialisation comprises of four stages: Anticipatory; Formal; Informal; and, Personal, each stage relating to the transformation that occurs in individuals. Sang et al. (2009)22, who look at Anticipatory Socialisation in relation to the bridge between formal architecture education and entry into architecture practice. For this paper, the concern is for the nature of socialisation as and how it occurs within the institutional setting of the architecture school, presented by Weidman et al. (2001)23 as incorporating: Knowledge Acquisitions (learning about the profession); Investment (taking on elements of the profession); and Involvement (participating in activities related to the profession), as presented in Figure 1 above.

Socialisation in Architecture Education in East Africa

This study sought to understand the nature of socialisation in the context of architecture education in East Africa. It was prompted by anecdotal evidence and experience that suggested socialisation in the context of East Africa was having negative impact on the education process.

Five schools of architecture were included in the study: two in Kenya - Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology and University of Nairobi; two in Uganda - Makerere University, and Uganda Martyrs University; and one in Tanzania - Ardhi University. Two schools have a two-tier curriculum, incorporating a pre-architecture undergraduate programme and a graduate entry professional programme. The Uganda Martyrs University is the only private university offering a professional programme in architecture.

More that 65 students and faculty participated in the FGDs, documented in more than 15 hours of audio recording, which were analysed using Template Analysis as used by Sang et al. (2009)24 Specific highlights that reveal elements of socialisation were identified through this process, beginning with an initial template based on the open ended questions, and adding to this as part of the analysis process.

This paper presents key findings related to three areas that emerged in relation to socialisation in architecture education in East Africa: the place of the design studio; how students relate to faculty; and, how contemporary issues are dealt with in architecture education. These serve to highlight how socialisation is manifested in architecture education in East Africa.

Place of the [D]esign studio

The design studio, and its connection to support courses, is particularly significant, given that the design studio is regarded as a quintessential part of architecture education. This is where students tend to spend much of their time, regardless of the credit weighting of course, dedicating far greater time to design studio project work that for support courses:

**FG2_4** - A maximum of 8 hours a week of theory, the rest is design portfolio and graphics.

**FG6_2** – […] Truth be told, um, the theory and the studio don’t quite relate, yea, don’t quite relate. If, if, if they do, it’s on a very small scale, yea, there’s not much relationship […] Separation of design studio and support courses, was the norm across the region, a bias that relegating support courses to the periphery of what is perceived to be architecture. Design in architecture was thus presented as an activity in space planning, and façade design and to a lesser extent about design integration of aspects of design, building performance, theoretical agendas, structural adequacy and delight. In effect, this focus appears to socialise students
into a belief that architecture design is more about imagery, than about the process.

**Student - faculty relations**

An important part of architecture education, is the privileged relationship between students and faculty. Discussants in the FGDs were aware of the importance of this relationship, and the potential impact this could have on student progress, growth and outcomes:

**FG3_2** – [...] in School A it’s still the same old traditional kind of institution like arrangement, where there are gods and servants, subjects and slaves, you know, masters and slaves. [...]  

**FG3_1** – [...] you find that, there's an air of, ... the atmosphere is very thick, it's, ... people are very tense, especially the person presenting. It takes of course a lot of time to get used to, after some time you get used to that kind of environment, and maybe find ways to counter it. But the mood is, is, is a very tense one, it is not relaxed, as such it limits the creativity. [...]  

The description of faculty - students' relations as a ‘master-slave’ relationship, suggests a power relationship in which instructors wield power, inculcating their values onto (unquestioning) students. This inking of enforced socialisation was hinted at in a separate discussion:

**FG2_1** - The only thing I would want to add on to that, is that the rigidity of the tutors [...], at times shuts our innovative, [...] at times you get to fear them so much, that you fear that they can mess up your marks, so you end up having to take their suggestions.  

**FG4_3** – [...] we had a lecturer, ok an ex soldier or something [...] sincerely this is a guy, who, ... it was like you were competing with him [...] of course you don't know, he knows, he is the instructor. And they’re pumping their own ideas into your head [...].  

**FG5_6** – [...] you identify which of your tutors is the boss, because even though there are four of them, there is one whose opinion matters [...] So when you are given a crit and they conflict, you listen more to the person who you know will have a bigger say in awarding you marks. And you do what it is they are telling you.  

These statements highlight the extent of the teacher-centred approach to education in East Africa, which negates collegiality, a primary element of contemporary architecture education.

**Digital divide: Computers in architecture education**

Engagement with contemporary issues in architecture and architecture education was a further area where socialisation was particularly prominent. It had been established that computers were rarely used beyond drafting and computer enhanced presentation. While two schools did make use of the building performance simulation and analysis tools, Autodesk Ecotect, this was only a recent addition. Further, there was little evidence of the use of computers as design tools. For the most part, computers were not considered as part of the architecture curriculum:

**FG3_2** – CAD is taboo, despite CAD being taught as a course unit for the first three years, using it for an assignment or anything is taboo.  

**FG1_1** – [...] Whereas I was born in a generation where everyone is carrying an iPod, my lecturer was born in the 1960s, and all they could do is hand draw [...]  

**FG2_4** – [...] there was a person who did use CAD and they were disqualified as well. If one way or another the school caught up, it opened its eyes to what is happening out there, maybe, maybe it could be considered a change [...]  

Lack of knowledge and experience with computer packages was a primary factor in the low penetration of computers in architecture education, with few faculty having been exposed to computers as part of their own education, and therefore not engaging with it as part of their practice or teaching. Faculty were therefore unable to offer needed instruction, thereby dissuading students from using them. This problem is no doubt set to continue given computers, and other contemporary issues are, effectively barred from the design studio environment, as strongly stated by one faculty member:

**FG10_4** - ZERO! Ok, Zero in the sense that, even when I want, ok, even when the students what, sometimes the academic, fellow academic staff can be the obstacle, ok. [...] these people are not interested in sustainable building design.
The relegation of contemporary issues to the periphery of architecture education could relate back to the broader dislocation of support courses from the Design Studio, highlighting the traditional boundaries in architecture education, as presented by Piotrowski and Robinson. This no doubt has consequences for graduates, and the profession; socialising students into what may be a false reality of what constitutes architecture.

**Discussion**

The findings suggest a teacher centred approach; reinforced by seniority traditions, giving instructors significant authority over students. This indicates a high level of ‘enforced’ socialisation that negates the experiences and memories of students to the background. It is therefore firmly established that the dominant view prevails, not because it is a better option or approach, but solely as a more influential proponent has put it forward.

The nature of architecture education is such that, it is perceived to be ‘studying about’ rather than ‘participating in’ the profession. Students, therefore, come into architecture education to learn all they can to make them experts in their chosen field. The educational process thus tends to casts the learner as if they were *tabula rasa*, with education effected as " […] the transmission of packaged, or pre-digested, information - education as instruction administered to the ‘ignorant’ by experts […]".

In this regard, socialisation in the context of architecture education in East African may be akin to inculcation, serving to reinforce the a particular view of architecture, which appears to concentrate on current, rather than future requirements of the profession. Socialisation therefore it seems is a means by which the establishment reinforces the prevailing state of affairs, a finding that supports Dutton’s thesis that the ‘socialisation’ can be ‘corrosive’ to faculty-student relationships, and affect the growth of architecture discourse, by reinforcing and entrenching the status quo.

**Conclusion**

This research study explored socialisation in the context of architecture education in East Africa. The findings suggest that socialisation is a significant aspect of architecture education in East Africa, and particularly significant in the formulation of ideals of students in architecture education.

Although a key purpose of architectural education is to ensure that those entering the profession understand and appreciate the contemporary and potential directions of the architecture profession, it is evident from this study that this is not always the case, with students socialised into only dealing with ‘tried and tested’ approaches.

Understanding the nature of socialisation reveals that implicit aspects of professional education may be of greater significance in the educational process than often acknowledged. This could have a significant bearing on the evaluation of teaching and learning in architecture education, and may suggests a rethink of the current approach that reviews content (knowledge criteria), and not teaching, which is at times presumed to be a neutral factor in the education process.

While this paper has reported only on the findings of the socialisation process in architecture education, further details relating to pre-socialisation and the socialised stages gathered as part of the wider study could not be presented in this forum. These are to be presented in separate publications.
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